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QuantitativeMethodologyfor Determiningthe Dimensionalityof Structure
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(0) by constraining it to a geological trend or to be independent of
frequency.
It is also possible to have a 3D model to represent the principal

SUMMARY
A methodology is described to evaluate quantitatively the dimensionality of the conducting structure which governs a set of

effects of 3D conductive structure. If the frequency is low enough

MT data. This methodology is based upon three general models

that the 3D structure has a negligible inductive response then the

or parametrizations of the MT tensor, each of which has a different
physical interpretation.
The methodology utilizes a weighted statistical residual which

EM fields can be described, to first order, by regional (1D or 2D)
electric fields being galvanically distorted and the regional magnetic
field being unchanged. Thus the impedance tensor is described by

describesthe fit of the model responseto the data within the scatter
of the measured data. The method has been tested successfully

>

R’(B).

with synthetic data. With field data, the methodology is not always
straight-forward but can answer many questions. This is illustrated

(3)

where C(0) is the 3D galvanic electric scattering or distortion oper-

by an example with field data.

ator represented in the regional 2D co-ordinate frame (Bahr, 1988;
Zhang et al, 1987; Groom and Bailey, 1989b). It is possible, via the

INTRODUCTION

techniques of Groom and Bailey (1989a,b), to decompose the data

With the increased use and sophistication of forward and in-

under this model to obtain 7 parameters per frequency; namely

verse modelling schemes for conventional MT data, the ability to
determine quantitatively

the regional 2D strike (e), two parameters partially describing the

the dimensionality of the conductivity

effects of the local electric field distortion (twist and shear) and the

structure is becoming increasingly more important. For example,
one must determine if the structure is significantly 3D and to what

2D complex regional impedances (Z1l, Z,) (each possibly shifted independent of frequency by a real number). We may again wish to

extent the three-dimensionality affects 2D modelling. Also, due to

constrain the distortion parameters as well as the regional strike to

the significance of near-surface effects, workers sometimes rotate

be independent of frequency over some subsets of the frequencies.
These models (l)-(3) do not include all effects of all possible

their data to an assumed geo-electric strike and then invert either
one or both of resulting off-diagonal elements of the MT tensor.

conductivity structures at all measured periods

It is critical to determine to what extent the data actually fits an

We are not yet

able to parametrize under a physical hypothesis the effects of 3D

assumed strike and twodimensionality.
Determining this dimensionality is not trivial since the dimen-

induction. Although the effects of 3D galvanic magnetic scattering

sionality can change with period. Large-scale features which appear 2D at short periods often become increasingly more 3D at

from the data has not yet been devised. We are however able to

can be parametrized, a method for extracting these parameters
estimate both the magnitudes and decay of these effects on the

longer periods. It is necessary to recogniae these changes in di-

data with increasing period and distance (e.g. Groom and Bailey,

mensionality. With changing period not only the dimensionality of

1989a; Groom, 1988). In fact, except for very largestructures, both

the earth but also the scale of the recording changes. For example,
at long periods and skin-depths, even extended electric field mea-

the inductive and galvanic magnetic effects are usually secondary
to those included in (l)-(3).

surements with electrode lengths of a few kilometres can become
essentially point measurements when significant 3D structures have
scale lengths of tens of kilometres or more. Regional strike direc-

QUANTITATIVE
AND

TESTING

STRUCTURAL

FOR

DIMENSIONALITY

PARAMETERS

tions change when a structure which was 2D at shorter periods
Having modeled the data to one of the three physical hy

becomes a 3D “static” distorting structure at longer periods. We
must determine as much as possible about the dimensionality of

potheses (l)-(3)

the structure before conductivity modelling begins.

strained), we wish to quantitatively test the model hypothesis by a

and obtained the model parameters (possibly con-

a x2 variable, This is a residual error of the fit of the model to the
PHYSICAL

MODELS

FOR

IMPEDANCE

TENSOR

data, normalized by estimates of the variauce (of,) of each element
of the tensor data:

The simplest model of the earth is a lD, layered model. In
which case, the impedance tensor is estimated by the expression:

i(w) =

(

o

-Z&J)

Zdw)
0

>
where Zij and Zij are the elements of the modelled and measured
tensor, respectively. The variances would usually be estimated

There are only 2 model parameters per frequency, namely the magnitude and complex phase of Z,. We might wish to impose, as well,
smoothing or causality constraints on the model parameters.
A more complicated model is to assume the conductivity struc-

from the sample population of tensor e&mates.
If the model parameters (l)-(3) fit tiredata within the noise,

ture is 2D. Thus, except for the presence of noise, the MT data
tensor is estimated by:

they should then fit almost always within 3 standard deviations of
the data. y2 would therefore be expected to lie within the range
0 - 9. If none of the 3 models fit within these levels, this could

(2)

possibly imply that not all physical effects have been included (i.e.
3D induction ). The x2 residual (7’) emphasizes the fit of the

In this case, we have 5 parameters per frequency (Swift, 1967)
although it is possible to impose constraints on the regional strike

model elements to the corresponding data elements which have the
smallest variance. How-ever, if the variances are poorly estimated

i(w) =

R(B) (&

“p))

RL(B).
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then this statistic (4) may be either biased up or down. In this
case,we might seekthe model with the lowestresidualstatistic. It
must be emphasizedthat the testing must be doneselectivelyover
multiple frequenciesas the statistic can vary significantlybetween
adjacent periodsdue to either the randomnessof the noiseor poor
varianceestimates.
The best model is not necessarilythe one with the lowestaverage residual(averagedover periods)but rather we must consider
a trade-off betweenresidual and smoothness.By smoothness,we
mean the fewestnumberof parametersusedover multiple frequencies. For example,under model (3) if the strike and the distortion
parameters (twist and shear) are all constrainedto be a constant
over N frequencies,then we will have used 4N + 3 independent
parametersfor N frequencies.On the other hand, if model (2) is
usedand strike is not constrainedto be independentof frequency,
we will have used5N parametersand if N > 3 we have a rougher
model. We could, of course,includeadditional restraintsto smooth
the model suchas impedanceswhich vary smoothly with period.
AN EXAMPLE

WITH

SYNTHETIC

1D impedancetensor. Without information from shorter periods,
the 2D distortion matrix in combinationwith the 3D distortion
matrix (3) representsa net effect which cannot be distinguished
from 3D distortion of 1D data. Constraining both the twist and
shear to be independentof frequencygivesa low ,y2 residualonly’
for the correct 2D strike. The final sub-figure (relative error) in
Figure 2 is the xa residual (4) normalized to emphasizethe best
fitting (black) and the worst fitting strike’(white). Note that the
worst strike followsthe 2D model estimateof strike (Fig 1).
The stability of parametersin the presenceof noiseis an important facet of this study. Figure 3 is an exampleof the samedata
as Figure 2 with the noiseis increasedto 2%. Noticethat both the
x2 residualand the normalieederror are much lessable to resolve
the correct strike. However, the twist and shear angleshave varied only slightly from their valuesin Figure 2. Again constraining
twist and shearto be independentof frequencywill result in a low
x2 residualover all periodsonly for regionalstrike directionswhich
are approximately correct.
In this synthetic example, the physics implies a relatively
smoothmodel as the twist, shearand regionalstrike shouldbe independentof frequency.This indicatesthe generalresult we seek,
a trade-off betweenthe smoothestmodel (i.e. least parameters)
and the lowestaverageresidual.

DATA

Synthetic data are generated by a combination of numerical and analytic techniquesto create very accurate 3D MT data
(Groom and Bailey, 1989a). A conductingslab (300 Gm) vertically
contacting a resistiveslab (40,000 %n), both underlain at 10 km
by a rather conductivehalf-space(loam), is the basic2D conductivity model. Numerical solutionsare found for the TM and TE
impedances.Into the 300Rm slab is embeddeda small conducting
hemisphere,at 6 km from the vertical contact. The hemisphere
is sufficiently small for the frequenciesused that it has a negligible inductive response. The galvanic effectsof the hemisphere
on the fields produced by the large-scale2D structure are found
analytically via scattering operators. The numerical and analytic
solutionsare used together to synthesize3D MT data at any site
desiredon the surface of model. Noise is added to the synthetic
data. It is assumedthe variance of the noiseis identical for all 4
elementsof the MT tensor. For the purposeof the discussionhere,
the measurementaxeswere taken to be parallel and perpendicular
to the 2D strike.
A test site is chosenwhich is 16 m outside the hemisphere
and at an angle of 22.5’ counterclockwiseto that measurement
axis which is perpendicularto the 2D strike. We can, for example,
examine the parameters and the residual for the 2D model (2).
Figure 1 containsthe strike directionrecoveredby the conventional
least squaresmeansand the residual (4). For periodslonger than
O.ls, the data are fairly sensitiveto the 2D contact. At this period,
the strike direction changesfrom about 23’ to t4O while at the
same time the residualjumps from below 10 to 1000. Clearly, at
least for the long periods, we would concludefrom Figure 1 that
the structure is significantly not two-dimensional.
Figure 2 presentssomeof the parametersunder the 3D model
(3). The noise is very small having a variance of only .Ol% of
the magnitude of the largest element. (The figurespresentthe x2
residual, the twist and shear and a normalizederror as functions
of possible2D regional strikes and period.) The 3D parameters
are obtained by constrainingthe strike at incrementsfrom 0 - 90’
and applying the Groom and Bailey (1989b) 3D decomposition.A
white shadedx2 error indicates a good fit. Although, the correct
strike (either 0 or 90°) is determinedin the middle periods, both
the shortestand longestperiodsappear to showno preferencefor
this parameter. At the shortestperiods, this is explained by the
fact that the the data is not sensitiveto the 2D contact while at
the longestperiodsthe 2D structure is thin and has essentiallyno
inductive response(i.e. the 2D TE and TM impedanceshave the
same phase). At theselong periods, the 2D impedancetensorcan
be approximately describedby a 2D real distortion matrix times a

AN EXAMPLE

WITH

FIELD

DATA

R’ith actual field data this processcan be more difficult becauseof poor data and possiblypoor estimatesof variance. Also,
the structure may not be as simpleas in the synthetic exampleor
3D induction may be important and we do not have the necessary
physicalparametrization. To indicate both the usefulnessand the
difficulties still remaining in this methodology,data from one of
a number of sites obtained in the Canadian Southern Cordillera
(Jones el al., 1988) is usedhere. The generaltrend of the geology
throughout the region is N-S and thus the data were collectedwith
the measurementaxesparallel and perpendicularto this direction.
At the sametime the site (EMROOO)lies in a valley which follows
the SlocanLake Fault and locally strikesabout 30’ to the NE. The
valley containsshallowrelatively conductingsediments.
Figure 4 containsthe relevantparametersfor the conventional
interpretation(2) whenthe strike is chosento be N-S. The xa residual is uniformly large for all periods. There are two indicatorsof
strong 3D effects.For periodslongerthan 1 s, the skewangle (arctan of skew)risesrapidly and the phaseof the oneof the estimated
impedancesincreasesfrom about 60 to 180”. The noiqr tr, 6gnaI
ratio plot shows,for each elementof the tensor, the rr,~,l~&udeof
the squareroot of the estimateof the varianceto the magnitudeof
estimatedelement. The magnitude of this ratio changeswith different period rangesand impliesthe residualplots shouldbe used
in conjunctionwith this varianceto mean ratio. Improved fits may
have to be determinedby comparing residualsfor other models
rather than by examiningthe residualsabsolutely.
Figure 5 givesthe residualerror for the 3D model as a function
of period and possibleregionalstrike. This residualerror indicates
that at short periods a 2D strike of about 25’ is preferred. This
changesto about 0’ in the midband and the strike directionseems
indeterminate in the long periods. In fact, for the short periods
an approximate2D model with very small static 3D effectsis the
best model. This is reasonableas the valley and sedimentsshould
dictate strike in the short periods. In the mid-range, a strike approximately N-S with fairly strongbut constantchannellingparameters (twist and shear) fits the criteria of low residual and fewest
parameters. The local strike (an estimate of the local current direction, Groom and Bailey, 1989b) indicates the current remains
constrainedto flow at about 25 - 30’. Thus, the valley seemsto
constrainthe current while the regionalstrike is more N-S.
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Dimensionallty of data
The longestperiods are more difficult to explain. With a NS strike even with 3D distortion parameters results in one phase
becomingexceptionallylarge at these periods. Is the underlying
structure 1D with very strong local 3D effects?The residual (Fig
5) indicatesthis possibility.However,this can occur due to the 2D
structure being inductively thin (Fig 2). Searchingthrough possible long period parametrisations,it was found that a 2D strike of
25’ leads to a consistentmodel (Figure 6). That is, the residual
decreasesrapidly below 10 seconds,the twist and shear are constant, both phasesare within the expectedquadrant and the local
strike is approximatelyin the directionof the valley which seemsto
govern current flow at the site. The minor phaseis very sensitive
to small variations in strike direction,
It seemsevident that small static effectsat short periodsbecomelarger as the valley becomesa near-surfacedistorting body.
The N-S strike which is probably due to the general trend of
the resistivebatholiths seemsto disappearat longerperiodswhile
the distortion parameters increase. It is possiblethat the nearby
batholiths have become 3D structures at long periods. The MT
tensorshave in fact becomealmost singular (i.e. the determinant
is zero) at long periods and thus any inversionfor parametersbecomesunstable (Groom and Bailey, 1989a). Determination of the
long period strike (if there is one) mu& be done with data from
other sites. However, the study indicates that 3D effectsare certainly strong at this site and any 2D inversionmust be done with
care. The major 3D effectsare on a quite large scale (i.e. the
valley, the batholiths).
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Conclusions
Although the methodologyfor determining the dimensionslity of the structure governingthe MT data workswell in synthetic
cases,conclusionsfor field data are sometimesvague. However,
synthetic studieshave given great insight into the different physical parametrizations and parameter stability. In difficult cases,
such as the field example here, multiple sites need to be used to
help constrainparameters.These parameterscan then be usedfor
modellingand inversionstudies.
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2D strikeand the residual
FIG 1. Conventional
error for the conventionaltwo-dimensional
parametrization.
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FIG. 4. The 2D modelDarametersforfielddata
(EMROOO)
with an a&umed N-S strike.

FIG. 6. The 3D model parameterswhen the
regionalstrikeis alignedparallelto the current
azimuth.

EMROOOChi-Sq Error ( 7’)

FIG. 5. The chi-squareresidual for a threedimensionalparametrizationof the data from
site EMROOOas a functionof regionalstrike
and period.
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